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American Civil Liberties Union of Illinois,
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Judge Mary L. Mikva

ORDER AND OPINION

This cause comes on the Parties' Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment. The Court,
having been fully advised on the premises, finds as follows:
Background

In. 2008, the American Civil Liberties Union ofIllinois ("ACLU") sent a request under the
Illinois Freedom ofInformation Act ("FOIA"), 5ILCS §140/1 et seq., to the Illinois State Police
("ISP") requesting "any and all records in your custody orcontrol that relate orrefer tothe

Illinois Statewide Terrorism and Intelligence Center." ("STIC") Alengthy correspondence
unfolded, in which ISP tendered some documents and declined to tender others. On September
21,2010, the ACLU filed this action against ISP alleging violations of FOIA. On January 18,
2011, ISP filed its answer to the ACLU's complaint, and on March 17,2011, ISP filed aFOIA
§11 (e) Index listing thirteen documents that it had either redacted before giving them to the
ACLU, or denied access to altogether. On May 11,2011, the ACLU indicated that it is
challenging only the denial ofaccess to documents 7-13 on the Index. On June 3,2011, ISP filed
aMotion for Summary Judgment, and on June 24,2011, the ACLU responded, and filed its own
Motion for Summary Judgment, both ofwhich are addressed in this opinion.
Analysis

FOIA is intended to provide "all persons...full and complete information regarding the
affairs of government and the official acts and policies of those who represent there.* 5ILCS
§140/1. Public records are presumed to be open under FOIA, and any exemptions must be read
nairowly. Lieber v. Board ofTrustees ofSouthern Illinois University, 176 111. 2d 401,408



(1997). Any public body asserting a FOIA exemption has the burden ofproving that the
exemption applies, by clear and convincing evidence. 5 ILCS §140/11(f).

In this case, there arc seven documents at issue, and those documents may fairly be grouped
into three categories. The first document is the Memorandum ofUnderstanding ("MOU")
between the Illinois National Guard ("Guard") and ISP regarding Guard support to ISP. The
second category is "Event Threat Assessments." The third category is distribution lists of"Daily
Intell" reports. These documents were all presented to the Court for in-camera review, and ISP
has attached an affidavit provided by Brad Camuff, the Bureau Chief with STIC, attesting to the
content of thedocuments andthe perceived risks associated withtheir disclosure. Each of the

three groups ofdocuments isaddressed separately below.

1. Memorandum ofUnderstanding

The MOU, ex. 7, is adocument detailing an agreement between the Adjutant General ofthe
Department ofMilitary Affairs State ofIllinois and ISP explaining the circumstances under
which the Guard, may provide support to Illinois law enforcement, and the requirements ofand
limitations on that support. ISP argues that this document falls under FOIA exemptions
§7(l)(d)(v) and §7(l)(d)(vi). These exemptions exclude the following documents from FOIA
requests:

(d) Records in the possession of... any law enforcement or correctional agency for law
enforcement purposes, but onlyto theextent thatdisclosure would:

(v) disclose unique or specialized investigative techniques other than those generally
used or known... and disclosure would result in demonstrable harm to the agency or
public body that is the recipient ofthe request; [or]

(vi) endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel or any other
person...

5lLCS§140/7(I)(d)(v),(vi).

ISP argues that the MOU contains investigative techniques unique to shared operations
between the Guard and ISP, and that the disclosure of those techniques could cause harm to these
entities by allowing their actions to be predicted by criminals. Further, ISP argues that, in making
public the role the Guard may play in ISP operations (specifically, whether they will be armed),
the lives or physical safety ofall personnel involved in these operations may be endangered.

In response, the ACLU argues that the asserted exemptions are inapplicable. Though the
ACLU has not seen the documents in question, it emphasizes that it is ISP's burden to prove by
clear and convincing evidence that one ofthe stated exemptions applies to the MOU. Here, the



ACLU argues that ISP has not proven that disclosing the MOU would "result in demonstrable

harm" to law enforcement personnel or civilians. Rather, the ACLU argues, ISP's assertion is

vague and conclusory, where specificity is required. NACDL v. Chicago PoliceDept., 399 111.

App. 3d 1,12 (1st Dist. 2010). The ACLU also takes issue with ISP's assertion that the MOU

contains "unique or specialized investigative techniques otherthan those generally usedand

known." Itargues thatthe exemption is onlymeant to be applied in circumstances where

disclosure would threaten future use oftlie technique, and that routine techniques are not

protected. Inre Marriage ofDaniels, 240 111. App. 3d 314, 338(1st Dist. 1992). TlieACLU

notes that the affidavit statesonlythat the MOU describes certain Guard techniques and

methods, andthat the Guard'suseof those techniques and methods is not generally known.

While ISP characterizes the techniques as "unique or specialized" in theirmemorandum, the

ACLU argues that characterization lacks sufficient detail to be clear andconvincing.

Having reviewed theMOU in camera, this Court hasdetermined that §7(l)(d)(v) allows the

ISPto exempt the majority of the MOUfrom disclosure, thoughnot all of it. The MOU, in

describing the method and ways of collaboration between the Guardand the ISP, describes

unique and specialized investigative techniques, other than those generally used and known. In

this Court's view, the disclosure ofthese would result indemonstrable harm to the ISP. Thus,

much oftlie MOU isexempt under §7(l)(d)(v). Inlight ofthe fact that this specific exemption is

applicable, there isno need for this Court to determine whether this information isalso exempt
under section (d)(vi).

However, inthis Court's view, portions ofthe MOU are not exempt under either ofthe FOIA

exemptions cited. Specifically, sections 1-2, and 11-14 do not disclose any investigative
techniques. Instead, tliese sections explain the overall purpose ofthe MOU, the legal authority
for such an agreement, the liabilities ofthe parties, and the bases for renegotiation and
tennination ofthe agreement. Since these sections do not contain any investigative techniques,
they clearly do not contain tlie unique or specialized investigative techniques that might be
exempt under §7(1 )(d)(v). In addition, these paragraphs contain no information that Mr.

Carnduffsaffidavit suggests, ifdisclosed, could endanger the life or physical safety oflaw
enforcement personnel. Thus, neither of die cited exemptions apply to these sections ofthe
MOU. Accordingly, this Court hereby orders ISP to disclose sections 1,2,11,12,13, and 14 of the
MOU to tlie ACLU. All other sections may be withheld under 5ILCS §140/7(1 )(d)(v).



2. Event Threat Assessments

Documents 8,9 and 10 are three event threat assessments. These documents were drafted in

preparation for anticipated protests related to Caterpillar, Inc.,at various times in the past, the

earliestone beingprotests expectedat the 2006 Caterpillarannual shareholdermeeting and the

latest being the protests expected at the shareholdersmeeting in June, 2010. ISP argues that these

documents fall under FOIA exemptions §7(l)(b-5), §7(l)(d)(v)} §7(l)(f) and §7(l)(v). In this

court's view, the applicable exemption is §7(l)(v) which exempts the following documents from

FOIA requests:

(v) Vulnerability assessments, security measures, and response policies or plans thatare
designedto identity, prevent, or respond to potentialattacks upon a community's
population or systems, facilities, or installations, the destruction or contamination of
whichwouldconstitutea clear and present danger to the health or safetyof the
community, but only to the extentthat disclosure couldreasonably be expectedto
jeopardizetlie effectiveness of the measures or the safetyof the personnel who
implement them or the public. Information exemptunderthis item may includesuch
things as details pertaining to themobilization ordeployment ofpersonnel or equipment,
to the operation of communication systems orprotocols, or to tactical operations.

5 ILCS §140/7 (v).

The ACLU argues thatthe event threat assessments discuss bothunlawful and lawful

activity, and. lawful, activity couldnot reasonably be described as an "attack" on"populations or

systems, facilities or installations." The ACLU also notes thattlie ISP does notargue that the

threats contemplatedin these assessments could cause destruction that would "constitute a clear

and present danger to the health or safety of the community," nor, the ACLU contends, is it clear

howdisclosure would jeopardizesafetyor the effectiveness of the measures.

This Court has determined that 5 ILCS §140/7(l)(v) exempts these documents from

disclosure. Caterpillar is a facility, the destruction or contamination of which would "constitute a

clear and present danger to the health orsafety ofthe community." The Court does not believe

that this exemption requires ISP to show that these events must, in and ofthemselves, constitute
aclear and present danger to the health or safety ofthe community. While the ACLU iscorrect
in noting that the event threat assessments also describe lawful protest activities, any discussion
ofthese lawful activities is inextricably interwoven with discussion ofpotential attacks. Further,
ISP has argued, and this Court agrees, that the disclosure of these documents could reasonably be
expected to "jeopardize the effectiveness ofthe measures or the safety oftlie personnel who
implement them or the public." The methods and information gathering described in the event



threat assessments focus on pastevents. However, there can be little doubt that future events

will likely happen involving Caterpillar andthat the information in these assessments will

continue to be relevant.

3. Daily Intell Lists

There are three "Daily Intell" lists included in the contested documents. These documents are

listsof private andpublic entities that receive regular electronically transmitted intelligence

updates containing confidential information from STIC. The ACLU does not seek the

information itself; rather, only tlie list of individuals who are receiving this information. Exhibit

11 is the STIC Daily Intell For Official Use Only List of Agencies and contains private and

public organizations and law enforcement agencies. Exhibit 1.2 is the STIC Daily Intell Illinois

Wireless information Network List of Agencies. Exhibit 13 is the STIC Daily Intell Law

Enforcement Sensitive List of Agencies. Exhibits 12 and 13 include only law enforcement

agencies.

ISP argues that these documents are exempt from disclosure under §7(l)(d)(vi) and §7(l)(o).

Exemption 7(l)(d)(vi) is set forth above in reference to the MOU. The exemptionset forth in

section (o) is as follows:

o) Administrative or technical information associated with automated data processing
operations, including but not limited to software, operating protocols, computerprogram
abstracts, file layouts, source listings, objectmodules, load modules, userguides,
documentation pertaining to all logical and physical design of computerized systems,
employee manuals, and any otherinformation that, if disclosed, wouldjeopardize the
security of thesystem or itsdata or the security ofmaterials exempt under this Section.

5 ILCS §140/7(l)(o).

ISP argues that the disclosure of these lists would endanger thesafety ofallsimilar entities

that are not receiving these lists. The ISP argument is that criminals or terrorists, knowing that
certain entities are being regularly brief by STIC, might choose to target entities not being

briefed, under the supposition that such entities would be less prepared to prevent orward offan
attack. The ISP also argues that (o) applies, inthat these lists are administrative information

associated with automated data processing operations, and that disclosure ofthe lists could

jeopardize the security ofother materials exempt under FOIA, as terrorists, knowing which
entities are in possession ofthis information, could hack into those with weaker computer
security systems and locate confidential information.



The ACLU asserts that ISP's argument that terrorists would conclude that groups not
receiving Daily Intell reports are more vulnerable to attack is based on an assumption without
evidence. Further, they contend this argument is even less persuasive when applied to the two
Daily Intell lists that only go to law enforcement agencies. With regard to ISP's argument that
the lists should be exempt under (o), the ACLU first contends that these circulation lists do not
fall under this section, as this is not "technical or administrative information associated with

automated data processing operations." Further, the disclosure ofthe lists would not reveal any
computer system vulnerabilities, nor would it diminish the security ofany computer systems.
The ACLU argues that the distribution lists are not included in the specific examples provided by
subsection (o) and their exclusion from these examples strongly suggests that the legislature did
not intend to include them as administrative information.

This Court agrees with ISP as to the Daily Intell lists. The lists contain the names ofagencies
and places receiving information electronically. This is "administrative" information associated
with the ISP's automated data processing operations. While the ACLU is correct that such
distribution lists are not specifically listed in subsection (o), that subsection also exempts "any
other information that would jeopardize the security of the system or its data." The Carnduff
affidavit states that the information transmitted to the entities on these lists concerns safety issues
and potential threats. Carnduff states that ifan agency on one ofthese lists has security breaches
in its computer systems, criminals and terrorists could take advantage of such abreach to gain
access to the confidential information sent to these agencies. This is clear and convincing "
evidence that the exemption applies to all three ofthe lists.

In addition, the Court finds that §7(l)(d)(vi) applies to the first Daily Intell list, ex. 11,
containing names ofprivate entities, in addition to law enforcement agencies. The Court accepts
the explanation offered by ISP that if criminal and terrorist elements were aware ofwhich private
entities received regular security briefings from law enforcement, those elements could be more
inclined to target those private entities that were not privy to such information.



Conclusion

In summary, both the ACLU's and ISP's Motions for Summary Judgment are

GRANTED in partand DENIED in part. ISP is ordered to disclose sections 1,2,11,12,13, and 14

of the MOU. Tlie Court agrees with ISP that all otlier contested documents are exempt from,

disclosure under FOIA and thus grants ISP's Motion for Summary Judgment as to those

documents. The September 26,2011 status date remains for purposes ofaddressing any

remaining issues in this case and for entry of a final Order.
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